
Year 7 PE AUTUMN 1 -  Can I develop my knowledge of HOCKEY and become the next national 
superstar in this sport?

KEY VOCABULARY 

INDIAN 
DRIBBLE

Is dribbling the ball 
quickly to the left and 
right (not using the 
back of the stick) 
whilst moving forward 
as you do so.

BULLY Two opposing players 
alternately touch 
sticks on the ground 
and then against each 
others stick before 
trying to then steal 
the ball to restart play. 

FREE 
HIT 

Is awarded when a 
foul occurs on the field 
and must be taken 
near the spot where 
the offence occurred. 
If the fouls is in the 
shooting circle, the 
defending team will 
be awarded a “16” free 
hit along the 16-yard 
line.

SKILLS and TACTICS 

Skill 1 - Push Pass: 
Hands apart on stick, keep a low body 
then drag the ball on stick from back to 
front foot, pointing stick forward as a 
release the ball. 
Skill 2 - Block Tackle 
Keep body low for balance. Place the 
hockey stick flat on the ground, parallel to 
the ball so the front of the stick is 
blocking the opponents ball.
Skill 3 - Trapping the ball 
Stop a ball with control! Get stick down 
early, keep it low to the ground with a 
nice firm grip. Bend at knees and absorb 
the ball on your stick out in front of feet. 
Tactic: Free Hit Press
The press ensures that no player can hit a 
ball out during a Free/16y hit. A team 
screen (block) is set up in the decided 
territory of the pitch. The aim is to force 
the opposition to give the ball away. 

HEALTH and FITNESS 

The most important 
muscles in hockey are 
the gastrocnemius, 
quadriceps, hamstrings 
and glutes; muscles of 
the legs!
The quads are 
important because we 
are constantly bending 
during a hockey game!

RULES and REGULATIONS 
Rule 1: The ball must not hit the foot of 
the player anywhere on the pitch 
Rule 2: Two players must not attempt to 
tackle the player with the ball at once
Rule 3:  You must not use the back 
(curved side) of the stick to control the 
ball in the game.
** If any of these rules are broken in the 
game the opposing team get a FREE HIT 
from where the offence occurred.

OBSERVATION and ANALYSIS 
Using the below sentence stems, give a peer feedback on a skill they practiced during the lesson

 SENTENCE STEMS 
WWW feedback: “Say” I like the way… EBI feedback: “Say” I think you could try...

 

FACT: In the 2012 
Olympic games 
Hockey was the 

3rd most 
spectated sport!



Tasks Homework Complete?

1 Create flashcards for the key vocabulary 
Keep the cards as these words will support your literacy in PE.

2 Devise your own FUN game in Hockey that 8 years old can play safely. You must 
apply the Rules and Regulations stated - but you can add different equipment and 
playing areas. 

3 Be the coach!
In this weeks PE lesson you will need to identify the key skill taught by your teacher  
and give feedback to your peer using the sentence stems when the skill is being 
performed. 

4 Research the answers to these questions based on the Key Fact on Hockey
1 - Which countries won GOLD in men/women's Hockey during the 2012 Olympics?
2 - What was the highest number of goals scored in a Hockey match in the Olympics?
3 - What colour medal did the GB Women’s Hockey team get in the 2012 games?

Word of the unit: OBSTRUCTION

The action of unlawfully obstructing (stopping/blocking) a player in the opposing team


